ROMAN BRITAIN
-2.000 years ago Britain was part of the Roman empire.
-The Romans arrived in Britain and began to build a city called “Londinium” about in 47 a.C.
-The rests of the Roman empire in London are 20 feet under the London we walk on today.
-They have built large sreets, like today's Oxford Street. 
-The area of Marble Arch was a hub of several roads.
-London was sourrounded by a great wall: today we can see some remains of that wall.
-The wall was about 20 ft high and up to 9 ft thick.
-Riven Thames was different than the one we can see today. It is much lower than the one of the Roman period.
-Roman built a bridge across the river Thames: that's why they could live near the river.
-People came to London during the Roman empire to trade and make money.
-The Museum of London collects most of the Roman rests.
-They use to build large roads to move the troops around Britain.
-A Roman legion was composed of over 5.000 men.
-The Romans also build the road leading to Wales, where a fortified city was built, where the troops stayed during their war against the Celts.
-You can now see the remains of barracks and fields the Romans cultivated to eat. Even today some of these fields are cultivated.
-Thermal baths where places to relax and chat with freinds, even women and children could spend time there.
-The Romans built a lot of town in Wales, well preserved until now.
-You can even now see the plant of the forum and a basilica.
-Also a pagan temple was found in Wales where only the priests were alloud to enter. It was probably consacrated to Mars.
-Hadrian's Wall is one of the greatest wall we can see today, it stretches from Carlisle to Newcastle, in Britain. This wall was the final frontier of the Roman empire.
-The wall was built around 122 a.d., by the emperor Adrian.
-The plant of a fort on this frontier was found, at the edges of the Roman empire. It was probably   the house of around 8.000 soldiers in the 2nd century a.d.
-By the time the Romans arrived in Britain, they influenced the whole histroy of the region!

